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16+SitcomsTV DramasTV ComediesUS TV ShowsThey are not friends, but when their husbands leave them for each other, real Grace and eccentric Frankie begin to connect in this Emmy-nominated series. Discover more NBC-acclaimed medical drama ER debuted in the fall of 1994 and
aired its series finale 15 seasons later. Along the way, ER helped launch the careers of George Clooney, Julianna Margulies and Noah Wiley, among others. The presenter series ER combines the extraordinary talents of multi-award winning producer John Wells (The West Wing Third
Watch), bestselling author Michael Crichton (Jurassic Park) and the creative team of Steven Spielberg's Amblin Television to explore the inner workings of an urban teaching hospital and the critical problems faced by dedicated doctors and staff in the overburdened emergency room. The
highly acclaimed drama series is the highest-grossing series in television history with 124 nominations. Crichton, Wells and Zabel were executive producers alongside Christopher Chulack, Joe Sachs and Janine Sherman Barrois. The series won 22 Emmy Awards, including the Outstanding
Drama Series in 1996, including many awards. In addition, the cast was honored with four Screen Actors Guild Awards for outstanding ensemble performance in a drama series. In the last season were off: Abby Lockhart (Maura Tierney), a generous alcoholic who did his best to juggle with
a demanding residence and motherhood, while everything around her seems to fall apart; Dr. Greg Pratt (Mekhi Phifer), a present man who fights for the main square on the ground and for a firm understanding of his love life; Neela Rasgotra (Parminder Nagra), an experienced surgical
resident dedicated to growth in her craft and in her place in the surgical team; Sam Taggart (Linda Cardellini), a spirited ER nurse who finally gets some time to explore life and love both inside and outside the hospital; Dr. Archie Morris (Scott Grimes), the quirky, still talented participant who
devoted himself to his work but was constantly distracted by his own world; Tony Gates (John Stamos), a paramedic who has overcome numerous obstacles to overcome the tough challenges of life in the ER; Dr. Simon Brenner (David Lyons) is the latest treating doctor with a penchant for
shaking, and Dr. Cate Banfield (Angela Bassett) as a stubborn treating physician whose arrival shakes the ER. HE is a production of Constant c Productions and Amblin Television in collaboration with Warner Bros. Television. We and our partners use cookies on this website to improve our
service. , perform analyses, personalize measure advertising performance and save on website preferences. By using the website, you agree to these cookies. For more information about cookies, including the management of your consent, please visit our Policy. Netflix (NASDAQ:NFLX)
has just added a cornucopia of new content, including fresh seasons of hit TV shows such as Saturday Night Live, 30 Rock and The Walking Dead. The streaming service offers a wealth of opportunities for fans of episodic shows made for THE television. But it's not a complete catalog yet.
Here are three fantastic shows you can't watch on the streaming Netflix service today -- and why the company hasn't signed contracts for those shows yet. Image source: Getty Images. Medical Drama House, M.D. would certainly be a hit on Netflix, with eight seasons of Connstabbery and
curious medical cases to draw. It's an award-winning and record-breaking hit that offers a clearly defined niche -- a perfect fit for Netflix, right? The show is not currently available in any subscription streaming format. You can buy episodes from Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL) iTunes and Amazon
(NASDAQ:AMZN) Instant Video, where prices range from .99 to 2.99 dollars per episode. Hulu doesn't have it, nor does Amazon's subscription service Amazon Prime. So there's clearly an open marketplace where Netflix could offer House in a format that no one else supports. But House
makes big money for the creator and distributor NBC Universal, now owned by Comcast (NASDAQ:CMCSA), in the syndication market. A few years ago, NBC locked horns with iTunes over the show's awards, when NBC wanted to raise 5 dollars per high-def episode. Netflix is not playing
this game. House may be a fantastic show, but the company won't pay too much for the streaming rights. Until NBC returns its high price demands, House won't make it to Netflix. Until then, water under the bridge will have washed away much of the show's eyeball magnetic value. In other
words, don't expect Netflix to get this show until you don't really care anymore. Here's another medical drama with serious market weight. While House was produced by NBC and broadcast on Fox, IT was produced by Time Warneres (NYSE:TWX) Warner Bros. and broadcast on NBC. Oh,
what a nasty sales web the studios weave! HE comes with 15 seasons of quality drama, and was the most Emmy-nominated show in history until Saturday Night Live stole that crown in 2010. As with House, you can buy ER episodes from iTunes or Amazon Instant Video. There's no trace
of ER on Hulu or Hulu Plus, and of course it's not available on Netflix. You can order DVDs, but who does it anymore? The DVD page is filled with customer pleas to add ER to instant streaming. So, what's the queue this time? You might suspect that Warner Bros' production credit might be
to blame, especially with regard to the next show on my list. But Warner is Netflix is no stranger to streaming rights for a variety of shows, including West Wing, 666 Park Avenue, Nikita and Gossip Girl. There is no reason for backroom why ER is not available for streaming today. It's all
about the money again. The last box of ER-DVDs is only two years old. Warner still wants to monetise this investment. The show has never done well in syndication because you can't just jump in and out, but I could imagine Warner buying it from international broadcasters. This could work
very well in Netflix's all-you-can-eat model. You'll never miss a crucial episode if you can see them all in any order, with no schedule to worry about. For traditionalists like Warner BOSS Jeff Bewkes, that doesn't make sense, but the evidence is stacking up. I'm going to keep an eye out for
ER on Netflix. This could, should and will probably happen at some point. That brings us to the hottest show of recent times: HBO's Game of Thrones. This is available on -- you've guessed it -- iTunes and Amazon, where you pay for each download. Hulu sends you to HBO.com with a wink
and a nod. And Game of Thrones will probably never, ever be available via Netflix streams. DVDs, as always, are a different story. Game of Thrones is the crown jewel of HBO, a valuable possession that distinguishes the cable channel from all models. In particular, it's the kind of tried-and-
tested megahit with massive viewership that Netflix can't (yet) produce. Bewkes could leave HE out of the henhouse, but not Thrones. It's a symbol of everything that's right with HBO, while ER has always been a side project -- a show produced for someone else, not tied to one of Warner's
own brands. Jeff Bewkes would rather build his own global streaming platform without cable binding than hand over this show to Netflix. Maybe that will eventually be HBO Go, if it's what it takes to keep the premium content close to the vest. Ironically, it's still Netflix forcing HBO's hand. The
series, which stars George Clooney and Julianna Margulies, will finally be available in the UK by Ben Allen Wednesday, September 18, 2019 at 11:09 am groundbreaking medical drama ER comes to All 4 this September ahead of the 25th anniversary of its launch. Season one will be
available from Thursday, September 19 (exactly 25 years after the first commercial in the US), with new seasons added every Friday thereafter. The first season features an episode of Quentin Tarantino, then from the back of his Magnum Opus Pulp Fiction. The US series, set in the
emergency room of a Chicago hospital, ran for 15 seasons between 1994 and 2009 and introduced George Clooney, who retired in 2009 to pursue a film career, to the world. Until now, ER was not available for streaming in the UK. More than 330 episodes will soon be available on Channel
4's ad-supported on-demand service. Channel 4 was also his home during his original TV series. The series also made stars of Julianna Margulies, Phiffer und Doctor Who es Alex Kingston. Zu den Gaststars zählen Zac Efron, Chris Pine, Stanley Tucci, Shia LaBeouf und Bradley Whitford.
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